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>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>> In the last 40 years the way we produce and eat our food has gone through significant changes. Not only has the production become more industrial, also our taste is more and more defined by the companies that make our food. These companies are only interested in the economics of making longerlasting and cheaper taste (on a bigger scale). The restaurants we eat at are increasily owned and operated as big corporations. Operating according to tightly managed formulae they offer exactly the same food in all their branches. Its food is meant to taste the same all year round. Are we becoming scared of a burger tasting of spring? At the 24/7 SANDWICHSHOP we strive to (re-)aquint people with special tastes and develop new and ever changing combinations. But how can we involve the whole food chain? Should there be chickens in the garden, a cow slaughtered in the shop? Should we produce our grain on-site? Or should we have different 'shops' dealing with the raw materials? Should we serve different food? Sandwich pills? Algae rolls? Wood burgers? Or should we stop serving food and start to be huntergatherer again?



We invite YOU to submit proposals for new ways of providing, presenting and eating food. A new recipe, a new type of restaurant, garden, farm, table, convenience store, city ........ anything is possible.



Available Prizes: A - Money B - Get your winning idea published (PDF) and/or exhibited C - A magazine subscription D - I am a saint and do not care about a price



Send your idea on max. 1 A3 (mark it with an anonymous code) to [email protected] before the 15th of february 2009. Send a second document alongside with your code, name, adress and the prize you'd like to win (A, B, C or D). Only entries in English and Dutch are accepted. No Entry Fee | Open for All | Digital Submission . 
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Gas Tanks . . . Food for Thought! 

might be about 900 Ibs. Then open the throttle on this. 125 hp engine and we can get around 530 Ibs. of thrust. Thrust can be figured as approximately 4>/4 Ibs.
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Food for Thought . . . Gas Tanks 

They wanted to keep fuel in at the root be- cause that is where the fuel pickup was. In the event of a low tank and a skid, it is easy to see how the fuel could.
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The Winter's Tale â€” Food for thought - Page personnelle d'AurÃ©lien 

â€œAudiences understand that in the statue scene the earlier failure of ritual in ... Autol., the selfish trickster, sees that he will end up doing good even when he ...
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The Scarlet Letter â€” Food for thought - Page personnelle d'AurÃ©lien 

to the possible, but to the probable and ordinary course of man's experience. ... trust, before romance writers may find congenial and easily handled themes, either ... â€œThe definition which the Scripture gives us of love is this: Love is the bond 
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Faster than thought 

ample, many frameworks manage low-energy tech- nology. .... PDF response time (# nodes). Figure 1: An algorithm for e-commerce. SERGE relies on the ...
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similar note, Roger Needham developed a simi- ... 16, 9, 94, 3, 171, 24, 187, 114, 114], and reported ..... normal form. ..... Bulletin of mathematical biology -.
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flict with our assumption that knowledge-base .... will Newt satisfy all of these assumptions? Ab- solutely. ..... Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of .
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Constant Thought 

This is shown by José Clara's sketches. Malkovsky must have been inspired by this vision. He is known to have seen. Isadora dancing and he never concealed ...
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sustenance that allowed us to complete this book. ..... Rush Medical School and was also the subject of an ...... Milbourne, Christopher - ESP, Seers & Psychics.
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GOOD FOOD, BAD FOOD 

B as inâ€¦ Biodynamic in biodynamic agriculture, the farm is treated as a unified. â€œorganicâ€� whole, with all ... Kokopelli (Seed bank) - FRANCE. Â«The best way to ...
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Thought and Rational Thinking 

For my part, I fear that the answer is: obviousness becomes manifests when a sudden intimate movement of .... thought flies a little higher than yours, although sometimes it also shows some weaknesses in ... From this to thinking that the â€‹creative
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methodologies is that they are often placed within an artificial framework or roadmap commonly referred to as a ..... Consultant input? Process Map. Brainstorm/ ...
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Fast food nation Food taste design 

can name the companies that manufacture fast food's taste. The flavor industry is highly secretive. Its leading companies will not divulge the precise formulas of.
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defined not only by the refinement of rasteriza- tion, but ... assumptions inherent in our design; in this sec- ...... Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society of.
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BON FOOD 

BON FOOD. BIENVENUE CHEZ BONHOMIE. DESSERTS. Tarte au chocolat salée et caramel, crème fraiche 8. Gateaux aux clementines et amandes, glace à ...
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Cat Food 

Lady Window Shopper. With a new one in the hopper. Whips up a chemical brew. Croaking to a neighbor. While she polishes a sabre. Knows how to flavor a ...
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86 CL.334 FROZEN FOOD EXTENSION CLAUSES (For use only 

Jan 1, 1986 - 1. Subject always to the goods being in sound condition at the time of attachment, this insurance covers, except as provided in Clauses 4,5,6 ...
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